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AbstracL The role of Polarized Neutron Reflectivity (PNR) for studying natural and synthetic exchange biased

systems is illustrated. For a partially oxidized thin film of Co, cycling of the magnetic field causes a considerable

reduction of the bias, which the onset of diffuse neutron scattering shows to be due to the loosening of the

ferromagnetic domains. On the other hand, PNR measurements of a model exchange bias junction consisting of an n-

Iayered Fe/Cr antiferromagnetic (AF) superlattice coupled with an m-layered Fe/Cr ferromagnetic (F) superlattice

confirm the predicted collinear magnetization in the two superlattices. The two magnetized states of the F (along or

opposite to the bias field) differ only in the relative orientation of the F and adjacent AF layer. The possibility of

reading clearIy the magnetic state at the interface pinpoints the commanding role that PNR is having in solving this

intriguing problem.

Exchange bias was first discovered in 1956 by Meiklejohn and Bean in CO-COOparticle systems [1]. It

refers to the occurrence of a unidirectional magnetic anisotropy that manifests itself in shifted hysteresis

loops as well as an increase in coercivity for coupled ferromagnet (F)-antiferromagnet (AF) systems

cooled through the N6el temperature in the presence of a magnetic field. In the earliest model [2] both F

and AF spin structures were assumed to be a rigid sequence of ferromagnetic planes, with an antiparallel

sequence for the AF component. Unfortunately this model overestimates the size of the exchange-bias

fields. Subsequent models [3] attempted to address this difficulty by invoking some roughness at the

interface and/or some breakdown in domains of the AF structure. In this paper results obtained primarily

with Polarized Neutron Reflectivity (PNR) for two totally different exchanged bias system are discussed.

The first example is represented by a partially oxidized thin film of Co. A strong training effect,

which is indicated by the difference in magnetization between the first and subsequent cycles,

considerably decreases the magnitude of the exchange bias field [4]. The most notable PNR result is the
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Figure 1: Linear contour plot of the neutron intensity measured

for trained magnetization state. The vertical line of intensity at

61+6/= 2.02” is the specular reflectivity, while the diagonal line

intensity is the Yoneda scattering.

appearance of spin-dependent diffuse scattering

after training. Figure 1 is a contour plot of the

intensity as a function of the wavelength A and

the angle of incidence Oi and exit of for

neutrons polarized parallel to the applied field,

for the trained magnetization state. For this

spin state the reflectivity is higher than for

neutrons with opposite polarization. The

dispersion relationship of the diffuse scattering

is consistent with “Yoneda scattering” [5]. The

spin dependence of the scattering, pinpoints to

a magnetic “roughness”, i.e. an assembly of

magnetic domains distributed along the depth

of the cobalt layer.
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Figure 2: Top, Schematic illustration of a
double-superlattice structure. The dark layers
are ferromagnetic and the arrows represent
the magnetization directions.
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Figure 3: Minor magnetization hysteresis
loop of a Fe/Cr double-superlattice,
normalized to the fill saturation value.
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Figure 4: Measured and calculated reflectivity for H=166 Oe (top) and

-72 Oe (bottom). Neutrons with spin parallel to H are indicated by

filled symbols/full line, those antiparallel to H by open

symbols/dashed line.

To eliminate interface and magnetic roughness from influencing the exchange bias effect

considerably, an artificial magnetic system was proposed. This system is a double-superlattice consisting

of one F superlattice and one AF superlattice obtained similarly but with a different Cr thickness ~ (Fig.

2) [6]. The coupling between the AF and F superlattices is governed by the value of ~ between the two

superlattices. Since the interlayer coupling has an 18 ~ period, the coupling between the AF and F

superlattices in double-superlattice structures is relatively insensitive to atomic-scale thickness

fluctuations. Figure 4 shows the reflectivities measured for the two magnetization states of the F ~

superlattice, parallel or antiparallel to the bias field (Fig 3). The results indicate that the moments in both

superlattices are collinear, and the only the orientation of the F superlattice is reversed with respect to the

AF superlattice, in good agreement with the original Meiklejohn-Bean model [2].
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